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there is a huge difference between a wild and a free
range animal. the wild animals have been trained to
behave to a certain extent, but they have also been
deprived of certain resources like food, shelter, and
generally, any conditioning. a free range chicken is
allowed to roam and does so with no oversight or
command, except the will of the owners. its very
similar to free range eggs. this is the path were

going to follow. luckily, its not too far out of the way
from the bali airport. its only about 80 kilometres
from the airport, all the way to the eastern side of

the island. in its entirety, the trip from the airport to
the city takes around an hour. from the airport, we

take a taxi to the hotel. the landscape is pretty
monotonous, but the air is crisp and the weather is
refreshing. even if it doesn't work as well for you as
the trial version, youll still have some advantages

over the standard version of photoshop. for
example, youll be able to rotate and flip your

imagery in the image review mode, to trim your
images, or apply advanced features like the healing
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brush. youll even be able to use the lower-resolution
image in place of the higher-resolution original,
saving hard drive space. adobe also has some
additional goodies designed specifically for the
elements version, such as video recording, live

broadcasting, and an image perspective correction
feature. i would also argue that youll get a better

overall photo editing experience in elements
because of its full-featured photo-editing tools. the

image-cropping and straightening features are
arguably better on the elements version, the

perspective-recovery feature is more powerful, the
nonlinear-layer editing tools are more convenient

and flexible, and even the video-recording features
work better in elements.
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